
 

TERM 2 

KINDESS THROUGH    
ANIMATION! 

 Maths Learning Development 

Children will be learning to multiply and 

divide as well as begin to use the inverse 

to check answers as well as learning how to 

measure and compare  different 

lengths. 

Children will also be extending their 

knowledge and understanding about time. 

KS3 children will investigate equivalence. 

Literacy Learning Development 

Children will be looking into the criteria for 

different types of non-fiction texts, inc captions, 

list and reports. Children will also continue 

their knowledge and understanding of poetry. 

Children will focus on fiction writing, KS1 will 

look at narrative, KS2 will looks at playscripts 

and KS3 will look at Moonfleet.  

                                                          Topic - Creative Technology 

                                                      This term students will create their own stop motion animation. 
These lessons will introduce pupils to early film making techniques and how animation films are made with a focus on Morph and 

Aardman Studios. Students will use their creativity to design their very own storyboards and turn them into a short animation. 
Learning skills to include digital literacy, creative thinking, independence and computer skills.  

 
Children will use what they have learnt to write a script for their animation called ‘Being Kind at Christmas’. They will discuss 

how it makes them feel to accept presents and how kind it would be to give presents.  

Outdoor Learning Development 

Autumn - Children will learn to be com-

fortable working and being in outdoor 

spaces. To understand the changes that 

autumn weather brings and how to stay 

safe. To study local wildlife and plants 

and how they are changing. Children will 

use the natural environment to make 

artwork, and build shelters. 

Thrive/P.H.S.E. Learning Development 

Children will think about what makes them special and will understand why 

we have clear rules and routines and how we can keep ourselves safe at BSL. 

They will have some understanding of how our brains work and why some-

times we find it hard to manage our feelings and begin to link feelings with 

emotions,  

Children will continue to look at the British Values and how they link 

with our Gem Tree. 

P.E. Learning Development 

Children will be practicing their running, 

throwing, and catching skills.  

They will be learning about invasion games 

such as Netball, Handball, Football, and 

Ultimate Frisbee. Children will learn about 

attacking and defending in 

team games, as well as  simple 

tactics. 


